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Who Is This Vendor Assessment For?
NelsonHall’s Intelligent Automation Services in Banking Vendor Assessment
for Virtusa is a comprehensive assessment of Virtusa’s Intelligent
Automation in Banking offerings and capabilities designed for:
•

Sourcing managers monitoring the capabilities of existing suppliers of
intelligent automation processes and identifying vendor suitability for
intelligent automation services RFPs

•

Vendor marketing, sales and business managers looking to benchmark
themselves against their peers

•

Financial analysts and investors specializing in the support services
sector.

Key Findings & Highlights
Virtusa has been delivering automation services to banks since 2015. In
2015 Virtusa acquired Polaris Consulting Services. Virtusa brought
automation capabilities and Polaris brought BFS clients to the combined
entity. Today the largest single vertical for automation services at Virtusa is
the BFS vertical. Its initial BFS clients were global banks. Its initial services
were consulting services focused on use case development and product
selection. Soon after, it added integration services as it established
partnerships with the largest RPA vendors.
In the past three years, Virtusa has added AI services to its automation
offerings. Virtusa has been working with regional clients on more
developmental projects and following a move fast and fail fast approach to
process automation.

Scope of the Report
The report provides a comprehensive and objective analysis of intelligent
automation services offerings, capabilities, and market and financial
strength, including:
•

Identification of
developments

•

Analysis of the company’s strengths, weaknesses and outlook

•

Revenue estimates

•

Analysis of the profile of the company’s customer base including the
company’s targeting strategy and examples of current contracts

•

Analysis of the company’s offerings and key service components

•

Analysis of the company’s delivery organization including the location of
delivery locations.
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